It will be shown in this paper that the Banach algebra of all continuous multipliers on L P (G) (G a locally compact group, pe [0, oo[) may be viewed as the set of all multipliers on a natural Banach algebra with minimal approximate left identity.
Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group, λ its left Haar measure, and p a number in [1, oo[. Write 33 P for the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on L p and write ΈSl p for the subset of 2% consisting of those operators which commute with all left translation operators; elements of Tt p are called multipliers of type (p, p) . If A is a Banach algebra, then a bounded linear operator T on A such that T(a b) -T(a) b for all α, be A is called a multiplier on A; write m(A) for the set of all such. By C oo will be meant the set of all continuous complex-valued functions on G which have compact support. A function / in L p such that for each g in L p , the function g*f(x) = g{t)f{t~ιx)dX{t) exists λ-almost everywhere, g*f is in L p , and || g*f\\ p ĝ \\ p k where & is a positive number independent of g, is said to be p-tempered; write Lp for the set of all such. Evidently L p is closed under convolution and C oo is a subset of L p . Thus, for each / in L\ and h in C oo , there is precisely one operator W in 23^ such that W(g) = g*f*h for all g in L p ; write % p for the norm closure in %ί p of the linear span of all such W. The principal result of this paper is that % o is a Banach algebra with minimal approximate left identity and that m(2t p ) and Έi p are isomorphic isometric Banach algebras. THEOREM 
Let f be a function in L p and k a positive number such that
As is well known, h*f is in L p and ||/&*/|| p ^ || A||i | l / IIP Let {h n } be a sequence in C oo which converges to h in the L p and L λ norms both. It follows from the above that {h n *f} converges to h*f in L p . This fact and the hypothesis for / imply ||A*/|| p = lim||Λ Λ */|| p^i mi||fe Λ || 1 ,.A= \\h\\ p -k .
n n Let h be now an arbitrary function from L p . We may assume that h vanishes off some σ-finite set A. Let {A n } be an increasing nest of λ-finite and λ-measurable subsets of G such that their union For each compact neighborhood E of the identity of G, let f E be a nonnegative function in CL which vanishes outside E and such that \f E d\ = l. Directing the family of compact neighborhoods of the identity by letting E > F when E czF, we obtain a net {f E } which is a minimal approximate identity for L λ . If {h 7 } denotes the product net of {f E } with itself, then {h r } is again a minimal approximate identity for L γ and the net {W hγ } is in % v . Since A is unity and continuous at the identity of G, we have by (2) 
For feLl
and g e C oo , (3) and (2) l9 we have
Proof. Since T commutes with left translation operators, it is evident that (i) holds when μ is a linear combination of Dirac measures. Now let μ be arbitrary. Since the extreme points of the unit ball of the conjugate space C o * (where C oo bears the uniform or supremum norm) are Dirac measures, and since Alaoglu's Theorem implies that the unit ball of CO* is σ(C 0 *, C 00 )-compact, it follows by the KreinMilman Theorem that there exists a net {μ a } consisting of linear combinations of Dirac measures such that the hypotheses (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 are satisfied.
By Theorem 4, we have lim α || μ a *g -
This proves part (i). Part (ii) is a special case of (i). Proof. Because / is in L p , it follows from the corollary to Theorem 4 and (1) 
We purpose to identify the multipliers on 21^. To accomplish this, we shall set down a general multiplier identification theorem.
Let B be a normed algebra with identity and let A be any subalgebra of B which is || Incomplete and which has a minimal left approximate identity. Define $ΐ(B, A) That T is an algebra homomorphism of B into m(A) is easy to check. That T is an isometry follows from (ii). That T is onto is a consequence of [3] LEMMA 2. Lei {Γ α } δe αtιτ/ ^(S3 P , % P )-Cauchy net in Ϊ8 P such that sup α [| T a 11 < co. TAew ί/^ere is an operator T in S3 P such that lim α T α = T in both the strong operator topology and the topology ^(3%, % p ).
Proof. Let S be the subspace of L p spanned by the set L p *L ρ *C O o. If g is in L p and {fe y } is the net in L ρ *Coo constructed in the proof of Theorem 3, then lim r \\g*h, -g\\ p = 0 (see [1] 20.15. ii). It follows that S is dense in L p .
Let Σ^Ji^i^i be a typical element of S where f ό eL p1 h ά^Lp , and flτ y e C oo (i = 1, 2, , m). Then T^^.,^. is in % p (j = 1, 2, , m) so that, by hypothesis, the net {T a oW h * Oj } is \\ ||-Cauchy in S3,. Since
T a {fί*hj*gj) = T a oW hj * g .(fj)
for each j = 1, 2, ••., m and each index a, it follows that the net {T a (fj*hj*gj)} is || I^-Cauchy for each j = 1, 2, •••, m. Thus, {T β (Σ?=i/i*^i*0i)} is || || p -Cauchy and so has some limit in L p which we shall write as T 0 (£?=ifj*hj*gs).
The operator T o IS -> L p thus defined is clearly linear and, by the hypothesis sup α [[jΓ α [[< oo, is also bounded. Since S is dense in L p , T o is the restriction to S of a unique operator T in 33 P . Since the net {T α } converges to T on the dense subspace S of L p , and since sup α 11 T a \ \ < oo, it follows that lim α T a = T in the strong operator topology.
Let / be any function in Z4*CΌ 0 . By hypothesis, the net {T a°Wf } is || ||-Cauchy and so has some || ||-liτnit
Since Lj Π L v is dense in L p ., it follows that V = Γ° TF/. Thusl im β ||(Γ β -Γ)oW>|| = 0. Since {W>:/e L>C 00 } spans a dense subset of gς and since sup α || T a || < oo, it follows that lim^ Γ α = T in ^(85,, St p ). Proof. We shall apply Theorem 6 for B = W v and A = §!". That Sip has a minimal left approximate identity follows from Theorem 3. That condition (i) of Theorem 6 is satisfied follows from Lemma 1. That condition (iii) of Theorem 6 is satisfied follows from Lemma 2. To invoke Theorem 6 and so prove Theorem 7, it will suffice to show that ||T|| -sup{||ToTF||: TΓeSl,, ||TΓ|| -1} for each TeWl p .
Let then T be any multiplier in M p . That || T|| ^ sup{|| To W\\: TFeStp, || W\\ = 1} is obvious. Let ε be any positive number. Choose feL p such that ||/||,^1 and || Γ(/) ||,> || T|| -ε/2. Let {W γ } be a minimal left approximate identity for St,. Then lim r W τ = I in S(2Kp, % p ) where I is the identity operator on L p . By (4) It is known that there is a net {g a } in the set {/:/eC 00 (C)} such that \\g a \\ oo = l for each index a and lim g a (χ) = 1 uniformly on compact subsets of X. Consequently, the set {Λ*/: heLl,fe C oo } is dense in the set {g e L 2 (X) Π L^(X): g vanishes at co}, It follows that Sl 2 is isomorphic in this case to {feLJpήi f vanishes at co}. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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